2001 saturn sc2

For sale is my Saturn SC2, 3D coupe, dark green. Nothing the right owner won't love, as I do.
Below is a review of the car and all technical specs, from theautochannel. If you are interested
in seeing the car or making an offer, call Coupes are cars for people who don't usually need to
haul other people and lots of equipment around, and so hold the driver and one to three other
passengers. Expensive, fast sports coupes rarely are used for such mundane tasks as
commuting and shopping. Inexpensive, economical coupes are, however, very well-suited for
such real-world tasks. Saturn's SC coupe is more "sporty" than "sports," especially when
equipped with an automatic transmission. But it has its own distinctive style, revised this year,
and offers more practicality than any other coupe thanks to its standard third door. The Saturn
coupe's third door is a wonderful idea. Much like the rear doors now available on many
extended-cab pickups, it is a rear-hinged panel that can only be used if the front door is open.
It's on the driver's side of the car, an illogical spot for passenger access, but perfect for loading
the small to medium items like coats or briefcases that often are tossed over or crunched
behind the front seat of a coupe. And it works well for passengers, too, especially when the car
is parked in a driveway. Saturn has done a good job of refining its small sedans, wagons, and
coupes over the years. The SC coupes have been restyled for the model year. More importantly,
the interior design is also much improved. The Saturn SC2 is a stylish and vehicle with more
comfort and practicality than is expected from a small coupe. Thanks to the Saturn space-frame
structure, a major chassis redesign is not necessary when changing body panels. This is good,
because nearly all of the Saturn coupe's body panels except for the passenger cabin and roof
have been restyled. It's a Saturn, so all of the vertical panels are still dent, ding, and
corrosion-resistant polymer, for peace of mind in parking lots. The result is a futuristic shape,
but discernibly a Saturn. A bold character line running on each side from the air intake to the
top of the tail emphasizes the coupe's wedge-shaped profile. The headlights and unadorned
intake give character to the front. Their styling is completely new, and more rounded than
before, but still very reminiscent of the front styling of the first Saturn sedan. The coupe could
be described, by other car companies, as more aggressive-looking, but "aggressive" and
"Saturn" together? No chance, it's too friendly. This makes sense, considering that most people
spend more time driving their cars than looking at them. The SC has reasonable interior space
for a coupe of its size, and the third door helps make it very useful. It helps passenger access,
and is great for tossing packages, jackets, or whatever in the rear seat. It makes that much
easier and safer than throwing possibly breakable things over the seatback. The front
passenger seat is spring-loaded, and so slides forward easily for off-side passenger access.
The coupe's interior was redesigned last year, and has a more mainstream, integrated design
than was found in previous Saturns. The separate central pod holding the climate control and
audio systems is gone, replaced by controls incorporated into the central part of a one-piece
molding. The Saturn coupe's seats are well-designed and comfortable, and may be had with
leather upholstery. Small touches including automatically-dimming "theater" interior lighting
and a standard CD player add an upscale feeling to the SC2. SAFETY: The Saturn SC2 has a
sturdy steel spaceframe chassis with front and rear crush zones, dual reduced-force airbags, an
engine- immobilizing antitheft system, and available head curtain side air bags. It's also small
enough to fit easily into tight parking spaces. The "swoosh" styling benefits more than the
looks, as the good aerodynamic shape has low levels of wind noise and good stability in strong
winds. Improvements to soundproofing over the years have made Saturns much quieter. Its
horsepower and lb-ft of torque are an improvement over the SC1 single overhead cam engine's
hp and lb-ft. My test car had the four-speed automatic transmission, the logical choice for a
sporty-but-practical urban runabout and commute vehicle. The automatic does absorb some
power compared to the five-speed manual gearbox, but makes traffic less unbearable.
Acceleration is quick enough so merging and passing are not problems. Curb Weight 2, lbs.
Pounds Per Horsepower Despite the tens of millions of recalled vehicles this year, it's
somewhat rare that we get a glimpse into what goes into deciding when to conduct one of these
safety campaigns. New documents published by General Motors and the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration are giving us an interesting opportunity to see how the sausage is
made and show the number of meetings it takes to declare a recall. In early August, GM added
about another , vehicles to its recall tally in the US when it announced a slew of new safety
campaigns. Among them was a fix for the Saturn Vue that covered , of them in the US. The
problem was that the key could be removed from the ignition even when it wasn't in the "OFF"
position, and that had caused two crashes and one injury, according to the automaker. It shows
that GM began investigating more widely for ignition switches in April, shortly after the
company expanded its ignition switch recall to a variety of Saturn products, among others,
according to Automotive News. The automaker found reports in the Vue of vehicles rolling away
or the key being removed out of a total population of , units worldwide. General Motors has

another spate of recalls to announce. This time they cover , vehicles worldwide, including , of in
the US, in a total of six campaigns. In , the automaker has recalled 29,, vehicles worldwide, with
25,, of those in the US. The largest among them covers , units of the Saturn Vue from model
years worldwide, , in the US. It's possible for the for the key to be removed even when the
ignition isn't in the OFF position. The company knows of two crashes and one injury caused by
this problem. Dealers are checking the parts and replacing the ignition cylinder and key set, if
necessary. It's possible that the for lap belt pretensioner to retract but not to lock, which could
increase occupant movement during a crash. Both front, outboard lap belt pretensioners are
being replaced, and a stop-sale is in effect on unsold models until the problem is repaired.
There are no known crashes or injuries, though. Click above to view the video after the jump
When the deal to sell Saturn to Penske Automotive fell through, there were likely a lot of
surprised people at General Motors' Detroit, MI headquarters. Penske released a statement
saying that the reason the deal fell through after months of good faith negotiations was that a
suitable post-GM supply of vehicles could not be found. However, after reacquainting ourselves
with over eight minutes of outtakes from Jim Gaffigan's old Saturn commercial, we're thinking
the comedic pitchman is to blame. Transmission: Automatic Engine: 1. Condition: Used: A
vehicle is considered used if it has been registered and issued a title. Used vehicles have had at
least one previous owner. The condition of the exterior, interior and engine can vary depending
on the vehicle's history. See the seller's listing for full details and description of any
imperfections. All Rights Reserved. Designated trademarks and brands are the property of their
respective owners. The Saturn S-series was a family of compact cars from the Saturn
automobile company of General Motors. Saturn pioneered the brand-wide "no haggle" sales
technique. The automobile platform , the Z-body , was developed entirely in-house at Saturn,
and it shared very little with the rest of the General Motors model line. It implemented a
spaceframe design, which had been used on some Pontiacs during the s. This meant that the
side panels did not carry load and could be made of plastic instead of metal. These polymer
panels were dent-resistant, something that remained a selling point for Saturn until just a few
years before the Saturn brand was discontinued. The S series was sold from the fall of for the
model year through the end of the model year. Significant design updates were made in , , and
for all cars. Although nearly every year of the S-series's existence brought some minor changes
to the architecture of the car, each model kept the same basic body styling throughout its
respective production period. The only difference in each case is the selection of gear ratios,
with the SOHC-associated transmissions being geared taller for more efficiency, and the
DOHC-associated transmissions having shorter, more closely spaced ratios for performance.
As a result, it's not uncommon for enthusiast-owners to swap a tall-geared MP2 manual into a
car equipped with a DOHC engine for better fuel economy on the highway. Aside from the wheel
size, it was almost impossible to tell a 1 from a 2 externally, except for the SC2s which had
retractable headlamps throughout model year A change beginning with the model year gave the
SC a small suicide door more properly a clamshell door on the driver's side to improve rear-seat
access. This type of door had previously been used in extended cab pickup trucks , but was an
innovation in coupe design. The level 1 S-series equipped with a manual transmission were
among the most fuel-efficient cars available in the United States when they were produced,
reaching 40 miles per US gallon 5. Taiwan and Japan were the only two Asian countries to
import Saturns. From to , the first- and second-generation sedans plus the first-generation
coupes were sold in Taiwan. From to , the second-generation versions were sold in right-hand
drive in Japan. Some Toyota Netz dealerships and former Isuzu dealerships also offered Saturn
products until Canada imported all available Saturn models from onward. It was maroon with a
tan interior. The base SL model featured the MP2 manual transmission only, and it had manual
steering. On the exterior the car featured unique hubcaps different from the SL1 and came
equipped with only a driver's side exterior mirror a passenger mirror was a popular
dealer-installed option. No factory options such as power windows, power locks, air
conditioning, or cruise control were available on the SL. It featured as standard equipment the
same MP2 manual, or the MP6 automatic transmission could be had as an option. The SL1
could be optioned with power windows, power locks, power mirror passenger side only driver's side retained manual control , cruise control, and air conditioning. Both were offered
only with the SOHC 1. The SL2 also brought body-color bumpers, 15" steel wheels alloys were
optional , and higher spec cloth on the seats including the seat backs - on SL and SL1 the seat
backs were vinyl. SL2's could be optioned with power windows, locks, mirror again, pass.
Anti-lock braking was available as an option as well, which brought along rear disc brakes. For
the model year, the seatbelts were changed from the power passive restraint type to the
conventional 3-point type. The interior of the vehicle was redesigned with a new dashboard and
the addition of a front passenger's airbag. The center console was updated as well, adding

previously absent cup holders. The S series also had a For the model year, a station wagon
variant of the SL was added to the model lineup. This was offered in SW1 and SW2 trim levels.
The station wagon used the same doors as the sedan, but the bodywork behind the C-pillar and
the roof differed. The first generation Saturn SC coupes were made from to The first generation
Saturn SC coupes were originally only available in one trim level which was the SC. For the
model year, the original regular SC coupe model was renamed as the SC2 and a new SC1 trim
level was introduced. For the model year, the SC1 and the SC2 had both gotten revised power
door locks and a recalibrated automatic transmission. The first generation SC2 had received a
minor refresh in in which the lower front bumper and the vehicle's taillights were both updated.
For the model year, both the SC1 and the SC2 had gotten a redesigned interior with a new
redesigned dashboard with a front passenger's airbag. The SC1's engine was later upgraded to
the hp 75 kW L24 engine for the model year. The first generation Saturn SC1 coupes shared the
same fixed headlight front fascia as the SL sedans and the SW station wagons, rather than the
pop-up headlight design used on the SC2 and the original SC. The SC1 also lacked a rear trunk
lid reflector and a rear stabilizer bar. The second generation SL sedans and SW station wagons
were made from to They had both featured a completely redesigned exterior. The interior was
mostly the same as on the first generation vehicles, while mechanically they went largely
untouched. The redesigned second generation S-series went on sale in for the model year. A
few minor changes were made for the model year S-series vehicles. Due to multiple complaints
about the noise coming from the vehicle's trip odometer that had been in all of the Saturn
S-series since , had replaced with a new type of trip odometer in an effort to correct the
problem. For the model year, a new cluster with a digital trip odometer had been introduced.
Rear disc-brakes were no longer available as an option on the S series due to high costs for
them as well as very little improvement in braking performance over the conventional rear
drum-brakes setup. Beginning with all of the Saturn S-series vehicles that were made in late
sometimes referred to as These changes included revised pistons, new connecting rods, and
new crankshaft counterweights in the engine as well. The Twin Cam cylinder head had now
featured a new roller-rocker setup with hydraulic tappets and roller cams replacing the
conventional bucket lifter setup of the previous engine in the S series. Also introduced for the
model year S-series vehicles that were sold in California was a different type of an exhaust
manifold that housed an upstream catalytic converter this converter had heated up much faster
than the conventional unit, and it had also decreased exhaust emissions faster as well , and it
also had provisions for an air-injection reaction system This had injected fresh air into the
exhaust to reduce hydrocarbons during the startup of the vehicle, as it would help the oxygen
sensors and catalytic converters reach their operating temperatures faster. The second
generation SC coupes were made from to The second generation SC coupes had also moved to
the longer wheelbase that the SL sedans and the SW station wagons had used, resulting in an
equal wheelbase length across all S-series models. For the model year, a front-opening
clamshell door was added to the driver's side of the vehicle. Even though this door on the
driver's side of the vehicle had allowed easier access into the vehicle's rear seat, the driver's
seat in the vehicle was also able to slide forward to allow easy access to the vehicle's rear seat
as well. As a clamshell door, the rear driver's side door could not open unless the front door
was open, because the door handle was on the inside of the door itself. Like the first generation
SC coupes, the SC1 model lacked a rear sway bar. In for the model year, the Saturn S-series had
been redesigned for the final time before being discontinued in This resulted in the third
generation Saturn S-series. The exterior of the Saturn SL sedans revived new body panels from
the belt-line down. The rear end of the SL sedans received a redesigned applique on the trunk,
and the headlights of the SL sedans had received orange turn signal indicators. The interior of
all the Saturn S-series models received a completely redesigned dashboard, center console,
and steering wheel, but the rest of the interiors were mostly unchanged. Like the model year SL
sedans and the model year SW station wagons that were made in late in , the model year SL
sedans and the model year SW station wagons had also included a digital trip odometer, which
did not cause any issues like the analog trip odometers that were used in the early model year
S-series vehicles. The third generation Saturn S-series was also the first Saturn to use the body
control module BCM , and the powertrain control module PCM systems in tandem with each
other. In the third generation Saturn S-series models, the PCM system was used strictly for the
vehicle's transmission and engine, whereas the BCM system was used strictly for the vehicle's
interior functions such as the digital trip odometer and speedometer. Beginning with the model
year, side curtain airbags became available as an optional feature. The optional side curtain
airbags were only available on the to model Saturn SL1 and SL2 sedans. While retaining the
previous generation's bodywork, it was facelifted with redesigned fascias front and rear, as well
as new headlamps and tail lamps. The front fenders and door panels were also changed,

continuing the character line all the way down to the fog light beneath the front bumper. A rear
spoiler on the vehicle's rear trunk lid was also made available for the to model year Saturn SC
GT coupes. A special Homecoming edition of the SL2 was released for Options included a
sunroof, CD player, and the 4-speed automatic with traction control. The package came with a
black roof panel, black outside rear view mirrors, black emblems, white face gauges and black
accented teardrop wheels. These are extremely rare. In , a second Homecoming Edition was
produced in a special "Mint Color" with tan leather interior, special off-white gauge faceplates,
and black Saturn badges to commemorate the second "Homecoming" visit to the Spring Hill,
Tennessee manufacturing facility. The Homecoming Edition also had the same features offered
as the Homecoming Edition. The model was officially named "Limited Edition", but soon
became known as the "Bumblebee Edition". The "Bumblebee Edition" included embroidered
headrests, black leather interior with yellow leather inserts on the seats and door panels, black
roof and mirrors, number designation inside fuel filler door and certificate of authenticity. These
are not to be confused with the regular issue Yellow Sport Coupe. The Saturn SL2 10th
Anniversary Edition had included several upscale features that were not available on any other
Saturn S-series vehicles like power windows, leather interior, standard side curtain airbags, and
several other upscale features. The Saturn SL2 10th Anniversary Edition had also featured a
rear spoiler on the vehicle's rear trunk lid. In addition to the above-mentioned "Special Edition"
Saturns; there was also the â€” Saturn SWP "Postal" station wagon that were produced in ,
intended to be marketed to rural route mail carriers. These station wagons were right-hand-drive
vehicles. There were also a limited number of Saturns that were exported to Japan as
right-hand-drive vehicles circa between and during the lifetime of the second-generation model.
Aside from having the steering wheel on the other side, Japanese market Saturns were also
fitted with slightly different light units. The rear lamps had amber turn signals and the front
indicators were mounted closer to the corners rather than inboard. The SL and SW's engine
displacement and dimensions were within Japanese government's dimension regulations and
engine tax brackets as only 1. The Saturn faced a hard time in Japan, where it played directly
into the strengths of the Japanese manufacturers, comparing unfavorably with better-priced
and more competent Japanese compact cars. Another problem was that Japanese car dealers
have always excelled at customer service; this meant that Saturn's main sales argument in the
United States was meaningless in the Japanese market. As the Japanese had less money to
spend on "luxury goods", as imported products are regarded, Saturn found very few buyers.
S-Series cars are also popular in dirt oval racing and auto cross. Listed below is a rough
estimate on the numbers of S series produced from to From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
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Mid-size SUV. Concept car. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents,
been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open
recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of
sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a
vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping
millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden
problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with
their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had
the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us
and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.

Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

